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Abstract
We present preliminary results concerning the use of
lexical clustering algorithms to acquire the kind of lexical knowledge needed to resolve de nite descriptions,
and in particular what we call `inferential' descriptions. We tested the hypothesis that the antecedent
of an inferential description is primarily identi ed on
the basis of its semantic distance from the description.
We used various parameters for the co-occurrence clustering algorithm and di erent approaches to measure
the distance between the lexical vectors. We found
that in those cases in which the sort of lexical knowledge we acquired is the main factor, the algorithms
we used performed reasonably well; however, factors
other than semantic distance play the main role in
the majority of cases; several standing problems are
discussed.

Introduction

In order to develop systems for anaphoric resolution
whose generality and performance can be evaluated in
a quantitative fashion{i.e., by testing them over a corpus including texts from di erent domains{it is necessary to address the issue of commonsense knowledge.
The question we are currently studying is what kind of
commonsense knowledge is involved in the resolution
of so-called bridging descriptions (Clark 1977), i.e.,
de nite descriptions that refer to an object introduced
into the common ground as the result of the mention
of a related object{such as the door in
(1)
John walked towards the house. THE DOOR
was open.
Arguably, the minimal hypothesis to pursue in this
connection is that resolving these descriptions is purely
a matter of lexical knowledge{i.e., that the identi cation of the antecedent depends solely on the degree
of association among lexical items. The assumption
that the lexicon is organised like a `semantic' network
where some concepts are more closely related than others, originally motivated by semantic priming e ects
(Meyer & Schvaneveldt 1971), underlies most current
psychological models of the lexicon, including WordNet (Miller et al. 1990) and has been adopted in much
research on reference resolution: such models assume
that the antecedent for the door in (1) is found by looking for an antecedent whose concept is semantically
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close (in some sense), and that the house is chosen
because the concept associated with this antecedent
subsumes the concept associated with the inferential
description in the semantic network. We will call this
the Main Hypothesis: Resolving an inferential description is a matter of nding the antecedent in the
text that primes the head predicate of the inferential
description most strongly.
One possibility to get the information needed to test
this hypothesis is to use an existing source of lexical
knowledge, such as WordNet; however, the results we
obtained with this method{reported in (Poesio, Vieira,
& Teufel 1997){were not too satisfactory, owing to
the incompleteness of the information hand-coded in
WordNet, as well as to several inconsistencies we found
in it. As a result, we have been exploring techniques
for acquiring this information automatically. In the
initial phase, we have mainly been experimenting with
clustering algorithms (Charniak 1993).
In particular, the work discussed here was inspired by
(Lund, Burgess, & Atchley 1995), who reported that
the clusters of words obtained with their hal model of
lexical clustering re ect a notion of distance that correlates well with subjects' results on semantic priming
tasks. This work o ers therefore the opportunity to
test the hypothesis discussed above that resolving inferential descriptions is a matter of semantic priming.
We assessed the performance of several variants of the
hal method on this task.

Background

Inferential Descriptions

Our studies of de nite description use (Poesio & Vieira
1998; Vieira & Teufel 1997; Poesio, Vieira, & Teufel
1997) led to the development of a taxonomy of de nite descriptions re ecting the types of commonsense
knowledge that appear to be involved in their resolution. For the purposes of this paper, we will consider
de nite descriptions as falling in one of the following
three categories:1

Anaphoric same head: these are the de nite de-

scriptions whose resolution involves simply match-

As discussed in (Poesio & Vieira 1998), these categories
are not completely mutually exclusive.
1

ing the head of the antecedent with the head of the
de nite description, as in a car ... the car;2
Inferential: this is a semantically eclectic class, including those de nite descriptions whose head is
not identical to that of the antecedent, and those
whose relation with the antecedent is not one of
co-reference. This class also includes references to
events, as in John killed Bill. THE MURDER took
place at 5pm, and to entities introduced by proper
names, as in We are celebrating this year 200 years
since Franz Schubert's birth. THE FAMOUS COMPOSER was born in 1797.
Discourse new: this class consists of those de nite
descriptions that do not have an antecedent in the
text, and includes both references to `larger situation' knowledge such as the sun and possible rstmention de nite descriptions such as the rst man
to sail to America (Hawkins 1978; Prince 1981;
Poesio & Vieira 1998).
In this paper we are exclusively concerned with the
class of inferential descriptions, also called 'bridging
descriptions' following Clark's taxonomy. In order to
categorise the types of commonsense knowledge involved in their resolutions and to gain a feeling for how
many of the required inferences would be supported by
a semantic network, this class was further analysed in
(Vieira & Teufel 1997; Poesio, Vieira, & Teufel 1997);
the following categories of inferential descriptions were
identi ed:
Synonymy: the antecedent and the inferential description are synonymous, as in a new album { the
record.
Hypernymy/Hyponymy: the antecedent and the
inferential description are in a is-a-relation, as in
rice { the plant (super-ordination/hypernymy) or a
plant { the rice (sub-ordination/hyponymy).
Meronymy: the antecedent and the inferential description stand in a part-of relation, as in a tree {
the leaves.
Names: the inferential description refers back to a
proper name, as in Bach { the composer.
Compound Nouns: the `antecedent' occurs as part
of a compound noun, as in the stock market crash {
the markets.
Events: the antecedent is not introduced by a noun
phrase, but by either a verb phrase or a sentence,
e.g. they planned { the strategy.
2
In fact, even resolving these cases may involve some
form of commonsense inference{e.g., to take into account
the e ects of pre-modi ers and post-modi ers in recognising that a blue car cannot serve as the antecedent of the
red car in I saw a blue car and a red car. The red car was

a Ferrari.

Discourse Topic: the antecedent is the

{often implicit{`discourse topic' of a text, as in the
industry appearing in a text about oil companies.
(General) Inference: the inferential description is
based on more complex inferential relations such as
causal inferences, as in last week's earthquake { the
su ering people.
The rst three classes include the inferential descriptions whose resolution we might expect to be supported
by the sort of information stored in a typical semantic
network such as WordNet; these networks also include
information about individuals of the kind needed to
resolve inferential descriptions in the `Names' class.
Poesio, Vieira and Teufel ran a test on a corpus
of 20 parsed Wall Street Journal articles from the
Penn Treebank, including 1040 de nite descriptions,
of which 204 were classi ed as inferential. When trying to resolve an inferential description, the discourse
entities in the previous ve sentences were considered
as potential antecedents, and WordNet was queried to
nd a relation between the inferential description and
each antecedent. WordNet found a relation between
an inferential description and an antecedent for 107 of
these descriptions, but in only 34 cases was the right
antecedent suggested. Separate heuristic-based techniques were also proposed, so that in total 77 descriptions were identi ed correctly.

Acquiring Semantic Networks
by Clustering

`Clustering' is a popular approach to lexical acquisition
based on the idea that semantically related words are
close to each other in some higher-dimensional space
representation where they form `clusters' of similar
words{i.e., the very same intuition behind research on
semantic networks. Clustering algorithms view each
word as a point in an n-dimensional space, i.e., as a
vector of size n, and the similarity between words is
measured in terms of the distance between the points
that represent them. The goal of clustering algorithms
is to construct such a representation automatically, exploiting a corpus. These methods di er depending on
the dimensions used and their number, on the metric
used to measure the distance among the points, and
the algorithm used to construct the vectors (Charniak
1993).
A common approach to clustering is to just
use words w as dimensions{often called context
words{, i.e., to let the vector associated with word w,
w~ , be a record of how frequently w occurred close to the
words w ; the intuition is that a word is de ned by the
`company that it keeps', i.e., by the words with which
it is most frequently encountered. Algorithms which
assign words vector representations of this type scan a
text and whenever they encounter a word w they increment all cells of w~ corresponding to the words w that
occur in the vicinity of w. The degree of vicinity is typically de ned by a window of xed size, by the number
i

i

i

of either words or characters, varying strongly (compare, for example, a window of 5 words as in (Church
& Hanks 1989) with a window of 100 characters as in
(Schutze 1992)).
Once the vectors associated with each word have
been constructed in this way, we can estimate the semantic similarity between words by measuring the distance between the associated vectors. A great number
of distance measures have been suggested, but the following three are the best known:

 Manhattan Metric:

The Manhattan Metric measures the distance of two
points in n-dimensional space by summing the absolute di erences
P of the vectors' elements:
d = =1 jx y j
n
i

i

i

 Euclidean Distance:

The Euclidean Distance is calculated by summing
the squared di erences of the vectors' elements and
then determining
square root:
pP the
d=
(
x
y )2 .
=1
n
i

i

i

 Cosine of the Vectors' Angle:

This measure does not calculate the distance between points, but the angle between the ndimensional vectors which determine the points in
n-dimensional space: P
cos( ) = pP =12 pP 2 .
=1
=1
The closer the cos( ) is to 1, the smaller the angle
is and therefore the shorter the distance is.
n

n
i
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Other measures proposed in the literature include
Spearman Rank correlation coecient, Hellinger distance, and Kullback-Leibler divergence. Weighted
combinations of di erent measures have also been used.
(See (Levy, Bullinaria, & Patel 1997) for some discussion.)

Lund et al's HAL Model

Lund et al. (1995) used a 160 million word corpus
of articles extracted from all newsgroups containing
English dialogue. They chose as context words the
70,000 most frequently occurring symbols within the
corpus.
The co-occurrence counts were calculated as follows.
They de ned a window size of 10 words to the left
and to the right of the target words, and within this
window, the co-occurrence values were inversely proportional to the number of words separating a speci c
pair. So, whenever a target word w was encountered,
the context vector w~ was incremented as follows: the
count w~ [w1 ] for the word w1 next to the target word
was incremented by 10, the count w~ [w2 ] for the next
word was incremented by 9, and so forth, thus weighting the closeness of the co-occurring words.
To reduce the amount of data, the column variances
of the particular vectors used in each experiment were
computed, and the columns with the smallest variances

were discarded. This left a 200-element vector for each
target word.

Our Methods

In our experiments we adopted the fundamental aspects from the clustering technique of Lund et al, parameterising several of its aspects in order to evaluate
not only the Main Hypothesis, but also the in uence of
certain parameters on the results. We brie y discuss
our methods here; for more discussion and details, see
(Schulte im Walde 1997).
As in the case of Lund et al, our basic clustering
algorithm involves associating with each word a vector
whose dimensions are other words; and again as in their
case, the vectors are constructed by scanning a text,
considering for each word w that is encountered all
neighbours w in a window of size n, and increasing
by a factor possibly weighted by distance the cells of
w's vectors associated with each w . This algorithm
was made parametric on window size (we considered
sizes 1,2,3,5,10,20 and 30), on whether in ected words
or their lemmas were considered, and on whether just
words or word/tag pairs were used.
We ran some preliminary experiments to determine
two additional parameters: corpus size and number of
dimensions of the vectors. We set on a 30 million words
corpus; as for the dimension of the vectors, we followed
(Huckle 1996) and used the 2,000 most common content words in our corpus as dimensions.
Our algorithm for resolving inferential de nite descriptions is as follows. For each description, all head
nouns and head verbs in the previous ve sentences
are considered as possible antecedents, as in (Poesio, Vieira, & Teufel 1997). For each antecedent, the
distance between the vector associated with the head
noun of the inferential description and the vector associated with the possible antecedent is measured; the
antecedent whose vector is closest to that of the inferential description is chosen. Three di erent measures
of distance were tried: Manhattan, Euclidean, and Cosine.
We used the British National Corpus3 for training
and the 20 articles from (Poesio, Vieira, & Teufel 1997)
to evaluate the results.
i

i

Experiments and Results

Experiment 1

In order to get a baseline with respect to which to evaluate the actual performance of the method, we ran an
experiment in which the antecedent for each inferential description was chosen randomly. Appropriate4
3
This is a 100-million words collection of both written
and spoken language, see http://info.ox.ac.uk/bnc/.
4
An issue to be kept in mind in what follows is that
inferential descriptions, unlike other cases of referential expressions, may be related to more than one `antecedent' in
a text, and therefore evaluating the results of a system is
more dicult in this case (Poesio & Vieira 1998).

antecedents for 11 out of 203 inferential descriptions{
5.4% of the total{were found with this method.

Experiment 2

In this second experiment, we trained and resolved over
untagged and lemmatised words. We tried window
sizes of 1,2,3,5 and 10 words. The results for the three
distance measures were as follows, with the best result
in bold:
Window Size
Metric
1
2
3
Man
37 (18.2%) 36 (17.7%) 39 (19.2%)
Euc
37 (18.2%) 36 (17.7%) 39 (19.2%)
Cos
39 (19.2%) 36 (17.7%) 39 (19.2%)
Window Size
Metric
5
10
Man
41 (20.2%) 37 (18.2%)
Euc
39 (19.2%) 40 (19.7%)
Cos
42 (20.7%) 45 (22.2%)
Cosine worked best as a distance measure, and the results were better with bigger windows. The best results
for Manhattan Metric were achieved at window sizes
of three and ve; for Euclidean Distance, the results
seemed to get (slightly) better with larger windows.

Experiment 3

One problem we observed in the second experiment
was that lemmatising might create two identical wordforms out of two di erent lexemes, usually noun and
verb, as in to plan and the plan, and since we did not
distinguish between di erent parts of speech, the algorithm could not tell the di erence. In our third
experiment we ran the clustering algorithm and the
resolution algorithms on texts in which each word had
been tagged, so as to avoid the problem encountered in
the previous experiment; and we tried larger window
sizes, since it appeared from the previous experiment
that larger windows performed better.5 The results
are summarised by the following two tables:
Window size
Metric
1
2
3
5
Man
34 (16.8%) 35 (17.2%) 41 (20.2%) 41 (20.2%)
Euc
35 (17.2%) 37 (18.2%) 37 (18.2%) 36 (17.7%)
Cos
41 (20.2%) 45 (22.1%) 46 (22.7%) 41 (20.2%)
Window size
Metric
10
15
20
Man
42 (20.7%) 44 (21.7%) 44 (21.7%)
Euc
37 (18.2%) 38 (18.7%) 39 (19.2%)
Cos
41 (20.2%) 38 (18.7%) 38 (18.7%)
The interesting fact about these results is that although Cosine was again the most successful measure
when a window size of 3 was used, increasing the window size made things worse, not better; unlike for
Manhattan Metric, whose performance improved with
larger windows. Anyway, the total number of correctly
resolved inferential descriptions did not change.
5
In this second experiment we also tried varying two
additional parameters, (i) we ran the clustering algorithm
giving equal weight to all words in the window, no matter
its distance from the word whose vector was being updated;
(ii) we constructed vectors of twice the size, distinguishing
between left and right context; but neither of these changes
a ected the results (Schulte im Walde 1997).

The per-class results for the best-performing combination in the experiments were as follows:
Relationship
Exp. 2
Exp. 3
Total
Same Head
9 (100.0%) 9 (100.0%)
9
Synonymy
3 (25.0%) 4 (33.3%)
12
Hypernymy
2 (15.4%) 2 (15.4%)
13
Meronymy
4 (36.4%) 2 (18.2%)
11
Names
1
(2.3%) 1
(2.3%)
44
Events
3 (10.0%) 5 (16.7%)
30
Compound Nouns 16 (66.7%) 16 (66.7%)
24
Discourse Topic
2 (14.3%) 1
(7.1%)
14
Inference
5 (10.9%) 6 (13.0%)
46
Total
45 (22.2%) 46 (22.7%) 203

Discussion

Analysis of the Results

Even the best parameter con guration (measure Cosine, window size of 3) only resulted in appropriate
antecedents for 22.7% of the inferential descriptions.
Why was that?
The cases in which an inferential description was not
resolved to its correct antecedent fell in the following
categories:
 In some cases, the desired antecedent could not be
found since it was not on the list of possible antecedents for the inferential description. This happened if the right word was either before the preceding ve sentences, or after the description. In this
case, another (incorrect) antecedent was still suggested by the algorithm. There were 22 (10.8%) such
cases in the experiments.
 In several cases, there was a word-form among the
antecedents which was identical to the inferential description, and therefore always chosen as antecedent,
yet it was not the desired antecedent. We already
mentioned one reason for that{ lemmatisation occasionally created two identical word-forms, e.g., plan
from planned. Another, more interesting reason is
that sometimes the desired antecedent was described
using a di erent word-form. This happened, for
example, with inferential descriptions referring to
names: e.g., one text about companies mentioned
the word company quite often, and then it mentioned
a speci c company called Pinkerton. The following
inferential description the company referred to this
speci c company, but the algorithm picked instead
an antecedent explicitly introduced with the word
company that had appeared in the preceding ve
sentences.
 Finally, the antecedent found by the algorithm was
semantically very close to the inferential description{
in some cases, even closer{but still not the right antecedent: for example, in one case market resolved
to customer instead of phone service. About a third
of the problems in both experiments fell in this category.

Semantic Priming
and Inferential Descriptions

Even though in both Experiments 2 and 3 we got much
better results than chance, and even though the results

could still be improved by about 14-15% with better
clustering algorithms, the fact that in about a third of
the cases the correct antecedent was not the semantically closest one clearly indicates that what we called
the Main Hypothesis is false: i.e., that semantic priming is not the only factor involved in the resolution of
inferential descriptions. This insight is undermined by
the following observation: the following gure shows
the cosine of the distances of the 203 antecedents to
the inferential descriptions, as chosen by our algorithm.
The higher the cosine is (i.e. the closer to +1), the
shorter the distance between antecedent and description was. The numbers very between -1 and +1, but
are concentrated in the area between 0.3 and 0.6:
1
’exp2_3_no’
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
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The next gure shows the cosine of the distances of the
203 desired antecedents to the inferential descriptions.
Also these distances show variation, but in the area
between 0 and 0.6:
1
’opt_no’
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2

cases of inferential descriptions could then be taken as
references to previous discourse foci put on the stack.
Identifying the `focus' (or `foci') and tracking focus
shifts in a real text in a completely uncontroversial
fashion is notoriously dicult, and it is certainly not
a task that can be implemented at the moment; we
did nevertheless attempt a preliminary veri cation of
this new hypothesis by analysing 4 of the 20 texts previously studied, identifying the available foci according to the proposal in (Poesio, Stevenson, & Hitzeman
1997), and trying to decide for each inferential description whether its resolution only depended on lexical
knowledge (i.e., the antecedent was clearly not a focus) or whether instead its antecedent was one of the
current foci; we didn't count unclear cases. Surprisingly enough, given all the possible complications just
mentioned, the results were fairly clear: of the 44 inferential descriptions in these four texts that we could
classify unambiguously, only 15 (about 33%) depended
exclusively on lexical knowledge for their resolution; in
29 cases, keeping track of the focus was necessary.
This admittedly very preliminary study suggests
that our algorithm in fact performed better than the
22.7% gure mentioned above would suggest. If only
about 33% of inferential descriptions can be resolved
solely on the ground of lexical knowledge and without
keeping track of the current focus, then a fairer evaluation of the performance of our clustering algorithm is
that it achieved about 66% of what we could expect it
to achieve.
It should also be noted that this analysis indicates
that completely ignoring commonsense knowledge during resolution, and just assigning the current focus as
antecedent for an inferential description, would not
work either: for one thing, about 33% of inferential
descriptions do not relate to the current focus, but to
some other discourse entity; and anyway when more
than one focus is available, the choice among them goes
down to lexical knowledge again. In other words, both
lexical information and information about the current
focus really seem necessary.

Future Work
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Even if we had resolved all inferential descriptions to
an antecedent in a very short distance, we would not
have succeeded, since { as the second gure clearly
shows { the resolution should be to an antecedent in a
certain distance. The desired antecedent was therefore
generally not that word semantically closest to, i.e.,
most strongly priming, the inferential description.
The most obvious next hypothesis, especially at the
light of previous work on de nite descriptions, is that
attentional mechanisms play a role{i.e., that a focusing mechanism such as those suggested by Grosz (1977)
and Sidner (1979) restricts the range of potential antecedents. If this were the case, the `long-distance'

Since the commonsense knowledge acquired by the
methods discussed in this paper does seem to be crucial
for resolving inferential descriptions, and the choice of
parameters for the clustering algorithm as well as the
choice of the measure do seem to have an impact on the
results,6 we intend to continue our investigation of different ways of choosing the dimensions, window sizes,
other measures and also combinations of measures, to
see if we can improve the method's performance in this
respect.
We expect that performance will be improved by
using the same corpus for training and evaluation
(already, we had to correct for di erences between
6
See (Levy, Bullinaria, & Patel 1997) for a more thorough discussion of the impact of various parameter con gurations on di erent tasks.

British and American lexicon). We are also considering whether more than one type of clustering algorithm may be needed. The particular way of computing similarity we have adopted here looks like a good
method for acquiring synonymy relations and subtyping relations, i.e., the information used for resolving
descriptions that co-refer with their antecedent without being same-head, such as those descriptions that
are expressed via a synonymous or hyponymous predicate (as in the home / the house) or that refer to an
event (as in John killed Mary. THE MURDER took
place .... ). However, words that are merely associated
such as door / house do not necessarily always occur in
the same contexts; in order to learn this sort of information it may be better to simply look at how often
the words themselves occur in the same context, instead of looking at which other words they occur with.
E.g., one could tell that `door' and `house' are related
because they occur often together, especially if they
occur together in certain constructions. Vector distance does not expose the desired similarity between
'door' and 'house'; we are investigating the possibility
of adding further factors, such as a direct measure of
association between the target words, in the decision
process. Information from parsing could be useful in
the same way.
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